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ARTCHIVE TEAMS UP WITH NIKKI L. BROWN ART ADVISORY TO PRODUCE AUTHENTIC ART PIECES IN 
THE FORM OF  NFTS 

 
The partnership will be expanding the genre of art the NFT marketplace will be providing to 

consumers on the platform. 
 

NEW YORK, NY – MARCH 10, 2022 – Exclusive NFT marketplace ARTCHIVE today announced their 
partnership with curator Nikki L. Brown Art Advisory, who will work with a variety of top tier artists to 
create one-off NFTs. Further merging the physical art world with the digital, this collaboration will offer 
a new direction for the platform, as they will be venturing into producing and selling high-end art in the 
form of NFTs. 
 
Specializing in modern and contemporary art, Brown has worked with many of the world’s top 
collectors, from sales and acquisitions to managing risks of owning notable collectables. Her firm focuses 
on assisting both private and institutional clients in the strategic creation, development and 
management of their collectors. As a unique pairing, Brown will be providing her expertise and 
management skills to ARTCHIVE, assisting in expanding the variety of art the platform will offer to its 
consumers. 
 
“ARTCHIVE is honored to be working with Nikki L. Brown Art Advisory, as she has represented numerous 
galleries across the United States,” says William Meyer, Chief Technical Officer of ARTCHIVE. “We are 
extremely esteemed to be among her outstanding roster and excited to begin producing fine art, 
blending the physical and digital art worlds.” 
 
For more information on ARTCHIVE, please visit https://artchivenft.com/.  
 
ABOUT ARTCHIVE 
The red carpet of NFTs, ARTCHIVE provides a platform for NFT-powered fine arts and photography  
designed for the community on the Solana blockchain. Through collaborations with established and 
influential artists and partners, ARTCHIVE  brings forth a secured, user-friendly NFT marketplace, 
scalable blockchain and a paired native token (ARTC). The ARTCHIVE mission is to ignite a creator-centric 
platform that leverages blockchain in a powerful way. 
 
CONTACT 
Location: Artchive LLC, 998-C Old Country Road, Suite 127 Plainview, NY 11803 
Website: www.artchivecoins.com; www.artchivenft.com 
 


